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Abstract: Since cache side-channel attacks have been serious security threats to multi-tenant systems,
there have been several studies to protect systems against the attacks. However, the prior studies have
limitations in determining only the existence of the attack and/or occupying too many computing
resources in runtime. We propose a low-overhead pinpointing solution, called RT-Sniper, to overcome
such limitations. RT-Sniper employs a two-level filtering mechanism to minimize performance
overhead. It first monitors hardware events per core and isolates a suspected core to run a malicious
process. Then among the processes running on the selected core, RT-Sniper pinpoints a malicious
process through a per-process monitoring approach. With the core-level filtering, RT-Sniper has an
advantage in overhead compared to the previous works. We evaluate RT-Sniper against Flush+Reload
and Prime+Probe attacks running SPEC2017, LMBench, and PARSEC benchmarks on multi-core
systems. Our evaluation demonstrates that the performance overhead by RT-Sniper is negligible
(0.3% for single-threaded applications and 2.05% for multi-threaded applications). Compared to the
previous defense solutions against cache side-channel attacks, RT-Sniper exhibits better detection
performance with lower performance overhead.
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1. Introduction
Defenses against malicious processes are critical tasks since cache side-channel attacks
have been serious security threats to multi-tenant server systems like cloud infrastructures.
The attackers that exploit such attack mechanisms can leak secret data by decoding the
changes in shared caches. Generally, the attackers exploit the timing differences in accessing cached and non-cached blocks to decode secret information from the caches. Note that
those cached/non-cached blocks are caused by the data accesses of victim processes, thus
the attackers can figure out how the victim processes change the cache states, especially by
the victim’s secret data. Researchers have revealed several attack mechanisms that exploit
popular shared libraries and/or applications. For instance, cache side-channel attacks can
be performed on cryptography libraries [1–9], well-known user interfaces [10], graphics
libraries [11], and autonomous vehicle applications [12]. Recently several researchers
disclosed that attackers can access privileged kernel spaces or secret data using the cache
side-channel attacks that exploit speculative executions of modern out-of-order processors [13,14]. In order to change the cache state, such attacks first access kernel spaces or
secret data using the instructions executed speculatively (i.e., victim codes). Note that those
victim codes are executed speculatively since the predictions in the preceding instructions
are not resolved yet (Spectre-like attacks), or the preceding instructions may cause faults
(Meltdown-like attacks). Then the attackers decode the cache state changes using the
cache timing side-channels. Since the first disclosure of Spectre and Meltdown in 2018,
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researchers have revealed several variants of the transient execution attacks [15–18]. Most
of the modern processors that rely on out-of-order processing and speculative executions
are vulnerable to such attacks [19].
Hardware-based defenses can be fundamental defense approaches against cache
side-channel attacks, since such attacks exploit the microarchitectural vulnerabilities and
cache side-channels. Researchers proposed cache partitioning approaches that strictly prohibit cache sharing between privileged and normal processes [20–24]. Several researchers
presented cache randomization methods that dynamically randomize cache tags or replacement mechanisms among different processes [25–27]. Such approaches require hardware
modifications in a cache hierarchy. CPU vendors such as Intel developed several hardware
patches to defend against the transient execution attacks, and these patches are applied to
Intel’s new CPU architectures [28]. Even though hardware-based approaches are fundamental defenses against the attacks, such ideas can be applied only to new CPU architecture,
thus the computer systems that equip old CPUs are still under severe security threats from
the cache side-channel attacks. For instance, many server systems still deploy old CPU
architectures such as Intel Haswell and Skylake due to cost issues, thus software patches or
software-based defenses are the only available solutions for such systems.
Software-based approaches can make use of hardware performance counters (HPCs)
to detect cache side-channel attacks in runtime. HPCs are hardware registers that count
CPU or memory-related events in a processor. Since the common cache side-channel attacks
execute memory-related instructions frequently to manipulate the target cache states, the
attacks may provoke uncommon hardware performance counts such as skyrocketing cache
misses. The signature-based detection methods [6,29–34] rely on the models with HPCs collected from several attacks such as Flush+Reload [1], Prime+Probe [5], and Flush+Flush [6].
The anomaly-based detection methods [35–39] developed the detection model based on the
normal behavior of the potential victim applications, such as cryptography applications.
The proposed solutions may detect the existence of malicious processes effectively; however, pinpointing malicious processes exhibits significant performance overhead, which is
one of the critical hurdles for employing software-based solutions.
In this paper, we propose a lightweight pinpointing solution called Run-Time (RT)Sniper. Before an attack is executed, RT-Sniper keeps monitoring the HPCs of each physical
core. When suspicious activity is detected on a specific core, RT-Sniper changes the
monitoring resolution to a process-level. Monitoring HPCs per core causes negligible
performance overhead compared to the previous pinpointing methods. To speed up the
detection latency on a multi-core system, we deploy multi-sentinels to the cores, which
enables faster and lighter monitoring than a single-threaded approach. RT-Sniper uses a
modified cumulative sum (CUSUM)-based algorithm for detecting malicious processes.
Each sentinel calculates the suspect score using the selected hardware performance metrics
and accumulates the score in every collecting round.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the attack mechanisms of
cache side-channel attacks and the defense approaches against the attacks in Section 2. The
detailed detection mechanism of RT-Sniper is described in Section 3. We exhibit evaluation
results of RT-Sniper in Section 4 and conclude this paper in Section 5.
2. Background and Related Work
2.1. Cache Side-Channel Attacks
The attack processes that exploit cache side-channel attacks usually aim at cache
resources shared by victim processes. Note that caches are shared components in a processor. A modern high-performance processor usually includes a large last-level cache (LLC)
shared by multiple cores, thus this LLC is shared by multiple active processes running
on the multiple cores. Each core has private level-1 (L1) and level-2 (L2) caches; however,
these private caches can be also shared by multiple processes if the processor core supports
multithreading. In order to read out secret information, the attack processes typically
deploy two different steps: initialization and verification phases. During the initialization
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phase, the attack processes manipulate the status of cache blocks which may be touched
by victim processes. Note that the attackers know the manipulated cache states, thus
they can later detect the changes by sensitive data or instructions of the victim processes.
Most of the attacks remove the target cache blocks from the cache. One exception is a
RELOAD+REFRESH attack, which keeps the target cache blocks in the cache in order to
exploit the aging information of the target cache blocks [7]. The attackers can utilize two
different approaches for evicting the existing data from the target cache blocks. The first
approach is using the explicit cache manipulating instructions such as clflush of the x86
instruction set architecture (ISA) [1,6]. The attacker can also utilize the indirect methods
that create conflicts in the target cache blocks by using an eviction set [5,8,9]. An eviction
set means a set of data that can occupy all or a part of cache blocks in target cache sets. The
attacker manipulates the addresses of an eviction set data to occupy target cache sets. When
the attacker loads the eviction set, the cache blocks in the target cache sets are allocated by
the eviction set data, thus the old data that has resided in the target sets are evicted from
the cache.
During the verification phase, the attackers decode secret information by checking
whether the target cache blocks were touched by the victims. The most common approach
is measuring data access latency, since attackers can observe different cache access time
for cache hits and misses. For instance, if an attack process exploits a last-level cache
(LLC), the attacker figures out whether the target cache block is in LLC (i.e., cache hit)
or in main memory (i.e., cache miss) by measuring the access time to the target data.
Researchers revealed various attack approaches that exploit the cache timing side-channels.
FLUSH+RELOAD and similar attacks [1,8] monitor the data loading latency for the target
cache block. PRIME+PROBE [5] also exploits differences in access latency to caches but
in an eviction set. RELOAD+REFRESH [7] also relies on differences in cache access time
considering the known cache replacement policies. EVICT+TIME [9] detects the timing
differences while performing cache eviction processes. The attackers implementing such
attack approaches are able to measure and compare the cache access latency using the
instructions (rdtsc of x86 ISA) that read a timestamp counter.
2.2. Detection of Cache Side-Channel Attacks
As the cache side-channel attacks have been severe threats to secure systems, researchers proposed several run-time detection approaches that utilize hardware performance counters (HPCs) [6,29–40]. HPCs are hardware registers that count architectural
events such as execution cycles, cache hits/misses, branch prediction hits/misses, and so
on. Since the cache side-channel attacks provoke repeated cache hits/misses within a short
time period to examine the cache state changes, such attacks can be identified by monitoring dramatic changes in HPCs of the related hardware events. Thus, the run-time detectors
collect performance data from HPCs to identify performance value changes created by
malicious processes. We can categorize the run-time detection methods that utilize HPCs
as three types: anomaly-based detection, signature-based detection, and hybrid detection
mechanisms that combine the former two approaches.
Anomaly-based mechanisms: The anomaly-based detection mechanisms utilize the
performance data studied from potential victim applications such as comparison baselines
to detect the abnormal behaviors caused by attacker processes. Thus, such approaches
can detect the anomalies of performance values by unknown attacks. However, those
defenses can protect only previously studied victim applications. Spydetector [35] detects
cache side-channel attacks by clustering the real-time activity of the victim process. Under
the attack, the victim’s performance is affected by contentions in caches, and it leads to
a spike in workload. It can detect Flush+Flush, Flush+Reload, and Prime+Probe attacks
with higher than 95% of accuracy under no stress conditions. Briongos et al. proposed
CacheShield so that can protect several cryptography functions such as RSA and AES [36].
CacheShield studies the performance counter data of the cryptography applications to be
protected. CacheShield monitors the behavior of the protected applications in run-time,
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then it figures out whether attacks are fulfilled by detecting the abnormal performance data
changes. Mushtaq et al. proposed a machine-learning-based runtime detection mechanism
called Whisper [37]. Whisper applies the three machine-learning models (decision tree,
SVM, and random forest) for the sampled hardware performance data. Whisper can detect
cache side-channel attacks with 98% accuracy and an average of 10.8% of performance
overhead when the fine-grained sampling is applied. The detection accuracy decreases
to 97% for the coarse-grained sampling mode; however, the performance overhead by
Whisper is still 3.4%.
Signature-based mechanisms: The signature-based detection methods exploit the
unique performance counter features caused by the known cache side-channel attacks. For
instance, Flush+Reload [1] causes a lot of cache misses in a short time because it rapidly
repeats flushing and accessing the same cache line. Then a detector modifies the threshold
of cache miss per unit time to detect the Flush+Reload. Payer proposed the signaturebased detection mechanism called HexPADS [29]. HexPADS collects the selected hardware
performance counts at the process-level to compare the collected data with the predefined
threshold levels. HexPADS slows down the attack mechanisms of attack processes by
making the target core busy. HexPADS deploys a coarse-grained sampling to minimize
performance overhead. However, the long detection latency of HexPADS means that part
of the secret data can be leaked. Depoix et al. [30] proposed a convolutional neural network
(CNN) model to detect malicious processes. The proposed mechanism collects hardware
events from the running processes with 100 ms of sampling frequency and then evaluates
the collected events using the CNN model to detect malicious processes. The authors
reported that the detection accuracy is 97% on average based on the F-score; however, the
runtime detection rates are not provided in the paper.
Hybrid mechanisms: Several researchers proposed hybrid approaches that combine
the above two different detection mechanisms. CloudRadar employs a threshold-based
detection approach that compares the calculated threshold values with the hardware
performance counts [31]. In order to compute the threshold levels, CloudRadar uses nine
normal applications (i.e., anomaly-based) and two attack examples (i.e., signature-based).
CloudRadar achieves 80% detection accuracy under the fine-grained sampling setting.
However, when configured with the coarse-grained sampling, it exhibits at least a 20%
false-positive rate, which is a significant limitation. CBA-Detector deploys a self-feedback
mechanism to reduce a false-positive rate [32]. CBA-Detector first detects the cache sidechannel attacks using a machine-learning-based detection mechanism, then it validates
the detection results using Pintool. Pintool is a dynamic instruction instrumental tool
that can analyze the executed instruction in runtime. With the self-feedback mechanism,
CBA-Detector decreases the false-positive rate by less than 50%; however, this mechanism
causes significant performance loss.
2.3. Limitations
Some of the previously proposed software-based approaches fail to pinpoint malicious
processes since the software solutions can just detect the existence of cache side-channel
attacks. For instance, several anomaly-based mechanisms [35–37] can only detect whether
specific victim processes are under attack or not. Some signature-based mechanisms such
as [30,31] can only disclose whether attack processes are running on a system. Note that
the software solutions cannot block the attacks without identifying malicious processes.
Another problem of the existing software approaches is the significant performance
overhead caused by collecting hardware performance counts. In order to pinpoint malicious processes, the software detector needs to monitor per-process hardware events,
thus the detector requires the collecting of hardware performance counts of each process
by checking process ids (pids) in runtime. Hence the software defense solutions that can
identify malicious processes exhibit significant performance overhead. For instance, HexPADS [29] results in a 20% performance loss if fine-grained sampling (less than 10 ms) is
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applied. CBA-Detector [32] reduces the performance overhead using several optimization
techniques; however, it still exhibits at least 12% of performance overhead.
3. Materials and Methods
In this paper, we propose RT-Sniper, a software-based defense mechanism against
cache side-channel attacks. RT-Sniper employs a two-level detection approach in order
to reduce the performance overhead for pinpointing malicious processes. RT-Sniper first
detects the core that runs malicious processes using core-level performance counts. After
the filtering, it investigates only the processes which are running on the detected core. In
order to minimize the performance overhead for collecting performance counts, RT-Sniper
applies an optimized filtering mechanism that can adjust the frequency of collecting the
process-level performance counts. RT-Sniper also exploits a filtering method based on a
cumulative sum to collect the events directly influenced by attack processes. Hence, RTSniper can accurately detect attack processes without large overhead using the two-level
detection approach. In the following subsections, we will describe the detailed two-level
mechanism of RT-Sniper and the selected hardware events which are used for calculating
malicious scores.
3.1. Two-Level Pinpointing Mechanism
As mentioned in the previous section, pinpointing malicious processes may cause
significant performance overhead to multi-tenant systems. Such heavy processing burden
by the software solutions that exploit HPCs has resulted from frequent system calls and
directory accesses. In order to identify malicious processes, the software defense solutions
collect HPCs of each process. For instance, the detectors can make use of a system call,
called perf_event_open, provided by Linux operating systems to collect HPCs from CPUs.
We can adjust the levels of the performance monitors such as system-level, core-level, and
process-level performance counts. In order to collect the process-level HPCs, the detectors
need to provide process ids (pid) that can be obtained by scanning /proc directory. Such a
process is a heavy burden for the defense solutions since it requires directory scans and
system calls for all running processes.
In order to study the performance burdens from monitoring HPCs, we measure the
performance overhead by monitoring levels (i.e., per-core and per-process) and sampling
frequencies. For this experiment, we use the computer system that equips a modern 8-core
CPU running at 3.6 GHz. The detailed system configuration is described in Section 4.
We collect six performance counts: L2 misses, L2 hits, LLC misses, LLC hits, executed
instructions, and execution cycles. These data are required to compute the three performance metrics (L2 miss rates, LLC miss rates, and IPCs) used by RT-Sniper as mentioned
in Section 3.2. We execute SPEC2017 and PARSEC benchmarks while monitoring HPCs of
each core (per-core) and each process (per-process) to measure the performance burdens
by monitoring HPCs as shown in Table 1. We also measure the performance overhead
by different sampling frequencies (1 ms and 10 ms). Our experiments exhibit that the
performance overhead of monitoring HPCs is up to 12.4% for PARSEC benchmarks and
104.5% for SPEC2017 benchmarks. Even though our experiments reveal that the per-process
monitoring causes significant performance overhead, the process-level HPCs are essential
data for pinpointing malicious processes.
In order to reduce the significant performance overhead by per-process monitoring,
RT-Sniper employs a two-phase operation based on a filtering mechanism. RT-Sniper
first monitors HPCs of all cores and then selects cores that are suspected of running
malicious processes. After the cores that piggyback malicious processes are picked, RTSniper pinpoints the malicious processes within the cores by checking per-process HPC
data. Note that monitoring per-core HPCs does not cause severe performance loss as
shown in the fourth column of Table 1. Furthermore, RT-Sniper can examine HPCs of the
several processes running on the selected cores to reduce the performance burdens from
per-process monitoring. Our evaluation reveals the performance overhead by RT-Sniper’s
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per-core monitoring is negligible, which is 0.37% and 1.67% with 10 ms and 1 ms sampling
period respectively.
Table 1. Overhead of SPEC and PARSEC (1) execution time according to HPC collection strategies. (1) streamcluster and
netstreamcluster are excluded since the execution time is inconsistent due to frequent synchronizations [41].

Benchmark

Sampling Period

Per-Process

Per-Core

RT-Sniper (Single)

RT-Sniper (Multi)

PARSEC

1 ms
10 ms

12.4%
5.99%

1.67%
0.37%

2.26%
1.51%

3.76%
2.05%

SPEC2017

1 ms
10 ms

104.5%
17.74%

10.0%
5.23%

18.3%
7.12%

6.36%
0.74%

For the core-level monitoring operation, RT-Sniper launches multiple processes, called
sentinels. RT-Sniper assigns a single sentinel per physical core, thus the number of launched
sentinels is equal to the number of physical cores in the monitored system. Each sentinel
runs as an independent thread that monitors HPCs of each physical core. Compared to
the single-threaded approach that monitors HPCs of all cores in a round-robin fashion, RTSniper’s multi-threaded approach has advantages for two performance factors: detection
latency and overhead. In terms of detection latency, with a 1 ms sampling interval (i.e., 1 ms
of sleep period after monitoring HPCs), actual scanning intervals by the single-sentinel
and the multi-sentinel approaches measure 1.348 ms and 1.070 ms, respectively. Assuming
both approaches require the same number of monitoring rounds until a suspicious core is
detected, our measurement reveals the multi-sentinel approach can detect the core that is
running an attack process 20% faster than the single-sentinel one. Our measurement reveals
that the performance overhead by the multi-sentinel approach is slightly higher and even
lower than the single-threaded per-core monitoring approach as shown in the fifth and
the sixth column of Table 1. Compared to the single-sentinel approach, the multi-threaded
monitoring causes 0.5–1% higher performance overhead for PARSEC benchmarks and
7–12% lower overhead for SPEC2017 benchmarks.
Figure 1 depicts RT-Sniper’s two-phase operation for detecting malicious processes.
RT-Sniper launches sentinels on each physical core ( 1 ) to collect core-level HPCs. Each
sentinel periodically collects hardware events to compute core’s suspect score based on
the collected HPCs. The detailed score computation method will be described in the next
section. Then when the score of a certain core is greater than the predefined threshold level,
the core is piked for further scrutiny. The sentinel of the selected core then collects HPCs of
the processes that are running on the core ( 2 ). RT-Sniper calculates the suspect score of
each process to block the processes whose score is greater than the process-level threshold.

Figure 1. RT-Sniper mechanism: core-level filtering to process-level pinpointing.

3.2. Detection Algorithm
3.2.1. Selected Hardware Performance Counts
In order to calculate the suspect scores, RT-Sniper monitors the several selected HPCs
that can effectively reflect the hardware events derived from the executions of cache sidechannel attacks. The selected hardware performance metrics are L2 miss rate, last-level
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cache (LLC) miss rate, and instructions per cycle (IPC). We observe that these performance
metrics are significantly influenced by the popular cache side-channel attacks. In order
to compute the performance metrics, RT-Sniper collects six performance counts, such as
L2 misses/hits, LLC misses/hits, instructions, and execution cycles. Now we describe how
these metrics can effectively reflect the influences from cache side-channel attacks.
L2 miss rates: RT-Sniper uses L2 miss rates of physical cores and running processes
to detect cache side-channel attacks, since the attacks exploit an eviction set in LLC [5,7,8].
Figure 2 illustrates how L2 misses are incurred by an LLC eviction set. In this example, we
assume the L2 cache is a 2-way set-associative cache with LRU replacement policy and
LLC is a 4-way set-associative cache. The first requests for the eviction set (i.e., four blocks
from mb1 to mb4) result in cold misses in both L2 and LLC since the requested blocks
do not exist in both caches initially. After the first requests for the eviction set, the target
cache set in LLC includes all four blocks (mb1–mb4); however, the target set in L2 has only
the two latest blocks (mb3 and mb4). In the same way, the subsequent requests for the
same eviction set encounter cache hits in LLC and the cache missed in L2. This simple
scenario explains why high L2 miss counts are observed when cache side-channel attacks
are performed. Considering that LLC has 1.5 to 2 times higher associativity compared to
L2 [7], the cache side-channel attacks that exploit cache eviction sets typically exhibit high
L2 miss counts.

Figure 2. Impact of accessing an eviction set on L2 cache and LLC with LRU replacement policy.

LLC miss rates: RT-Sniper can use high LLC miss rates to detect the cache sidechannel attacks that repeatedly access target memory blocks such as Flush+Reload [1].
Such types of attacks periodically flush cache blocks from all levels of caches and load the
memory blocks, thus high cache miss rates are observed from all levels of caches. Therefore,
RT-Sniper uses unusual high LLC miss rates as one of the indicators of such attacks.
IPC: Cache side-channel attacks usually provoke more frequent L2 and/or LLC misses
while the attacks are performed, thus the IPC of the attack processes can be lower than
normal applications. Hence, RT-Sniper uses the IPC as another barometer to detect the
existence of the attacks.
3.2.2. Detection Algorithm
In order to detect cache side-channel attacks, RT-Sniper applies a cumulative sum
algorithm (CUSUM) using the selected performance metrics [42,43]. RT-Sniper employs
CUSUM since it is effective in analyzing time-series data using a simple recursive approach.
At every sampling point, RT-Sniper computes the suspect score of the current state and
then accumulates the current score to the previous cumulative score. If the cumulative
score exceeds the predefined threshold level, RT-Sniper determines that a malicious process
is running. The equation of CUSUM is shown as follows.
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 S0 = 0
Sn = max (0, Sn−1 + sn − k)


i f Sn > th, →detection result is alarmed

(1)

In the above equation Sn is a cumulative score of state n and sn is a partial score of
state n. k represents a shift constant for normal correction. th is a threshold value that is
used for comparing with the computed cumulative score to detect malicious processes. The
partial score sn of the current state is computed using the hardware performance metrics
highly influenced by cache side-channel attacks. In the previous section we selected the
three performance metrics: L2 miss rates, LLC miss rates, and IPC. Using these metrics, sn
is computed as follows. In the below equation l2_mrn and llc_mrn represent a L2 miss rate
and a LLC miss rate of state n respectively. Note that malicious processes usually exhibit
high sn value.
sn = weight_L2 × l2_mrn + weight_LLC × llc_mrn + weight_IPC × (1/ipcn )

(2)

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the modified CUSUM algorithm. RT-Sniper
initializes the required parameters (weight_L2, weight_LLC, weight_IPC, and age) before
launching the monitoring processes (i.e., sentinels) as shown in line 1. RT-Sniper loads
the previously computed score (line 3). Then RT-Sniper computes the current suspect
score (lines 4–7) and adds the current score to the loaded accumulated score (line 8). RTSniper saves the accumulated score for the next sampling period. RT-Sniper’s parameters
(i.e., weights, threshold, and age of the detection algorithm) are determined by training.
We define the cost function that uses RT-Sniper’s parameters as input arguments. Note that
the cost is a combination of RT-Sniper’s performance metrics: detection accuracy, detection
latency, and false-positive rate. We use a popular least-square algorithm to find the optimal
parameters that can make the minimum cost.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of Computing CUSUM by RT-Sniper
1: prede f ined parameters : weight_L2, weight_LLC, weight_ipc, age
2: procedure CALCULATE _ CUMULATIVE _ WEIGHTED _ SUM(id, HPC)
3:
accum_score ← get_accumulated_score_ f rom_id(id)
4:
weighted_L2 = weight_L2 × l2_miss_ratio
5:
weighted_LLC = weight_LLC × llc_miss_ratio
6:
weighted_IPC = weight_IPC × (1 / ipc)
7:
cur_score = weighted_L2 + weighted_LLC + weighted_IPC − age
8:
accum_score = accum_score + cur_score
9:
save_accumulated_score_to_id(id, accum_score)
10:
return accum_score
11: end procedure

4. Evaluation Results
We evaluated RT-Sniper on Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS (kernel 5.3.0-62), which is running on
a system that equips a 3.6 GHz 8-core Intel i9-9900K CPU with 32 GB main memory and
a 512 GB solid-state drive (SSD). The cache configuration of i9-9900K is summarized in
Table 2. We tested RT-Sniper with two sampling periods: fine-grained sampling (1 ms) and
coarse-grained sampling (10 ms).
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Table 2. Cache Configuration of 8-core Intel i9-9900K.

Cache

Size

Set Associativity

L1 instruction
L1 data
L2
L3 (LLC)

32 KiB
32 KiB
256 KiB
16 MiB

8-way
8-way
4-way
16-way

In order to evaluate the detection performance of RT-Sniper, we use four performance
criteria: detection accuracy, detection latency, false-positive rate, and performance overhead.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Detection accuracy represents how a detector successfully detects running malicious
processes. The detector must be able to distinguish malicious processes from many
normal processes. We calculated the accuracy as (the number of detected attacks/the
number of attack attempts).
Detection latency means how quickly the attack is detected. There are two methods
to calculate. The first one is an elapsed time from the attack launch to detection. The
second one is a ratio of elapsed time for detection to the attack execution time.
False-positive rate indicates how many normal processes were falsely identified as
attack processes. We represent the false-positive rate as (the number of false-positive/
the execution time).
Performance overhead means how much a detector influences overall system performance. We calculate the performance overhead as (the execution time with detector/the execution time without detector).

4.1. Accuracy and Latency
We measure the detection accuracy and the detection latency of RT-Sniper using
the popular cache side-channel attacks and victim applications. As previous research
disclosed how the cache side-channel attacks can leak secret data (e.g., encryption keys)
from the encryption applications, we also study the similar attacker-victim models to
evaluate RT-Sniper. We select four attacker applications that implement Flush+Reload
type attacks [44,45] and Prime+Probe type attacks [46,47]. Note that Flush+Reload and
Prime+Probe are attack mechanisms frequently employed by popular cache side-channel
attacks, including the recent Spectre and Meltdown PoC codes. We use the AES encryption
application that is included in OpenSSL 3.0.0 as a victim application. AES encrypts 16-byte
plain texts generated randomly using a 32-byte encryption key. We measured the detection
latency of RT-Sniper by measuring the elapsed time between when the attack process is
launched and when RT-Sniper pinpoints the attack process. We observed that the attack
took approximately 900 ms on our testbed for extracting the 256-bit encryption key. We
assume the detection by RT-Sniper is successful if the attack process is pinpointed within
100 ms from launching, which is equivalent to the time required for extracting around 10%
of total encryption key data. If RT-Sniper takes longer than 100 ms to pinpoint the malicious
process, we regard it as a failure. In order to test the detection sensitivity by workload level
of a system, we also evaluate the performance of RT-Sniper under various stress levels.
Among SPEC2017 benchmarks, we chose eight applications that exhibit various L2/LLC
access rates. Based on the number of L2/LLC references per unit time, we classify lbm_r,
cam4_r, bwaves_r, and parest_r as average stress (AS) applications and imagick_s, pop2_s,
bwaves_s, and nab_s as high stress (HS) applications. We launch the attack process on the
same core that is running one of AS or HS applications to make stressed environments. No
stress (NS) means only the attack process and the victim application run on the system.
Table 3 shows the experimental results regarding the detection accuracy and latency
of RT-Sniper according to sampling periods. With 1 ms fine-grained sampling, the RTSniper successfully detected the malicious process with an accuracy of 99.7% on average.
Under the various stress conditions, the detection accuracy for Prime+Probe 2 dropped
by 1.2–2.2%, while the detection accuracy for the other attacks remains close to perfection.
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When it comes to the detection latency, all attacks were detected in 26.4 ms on average.
Even though the detection latency is increased as the stress level intensifies, the worst-case
latency is within 40 ms. With 10 ms course-grained sampling, RT-Sniper successfully
identified the malicious process with a 99.5% accuracy on average. Specifically, it did not
fail to detect all of the Flush+Reload attacks with an average latency of 51.3 ms. In the
case of Prime+Probe attacks, there are a few failures under the stress conditions, but the
accuracy is still more than 98% in the worst case. Detection latency was increased 1.94
times on average under the high stressed condition. Under the high-stressed condition,
RT-Sniper fails to detect Prime+Probe type attacks occasionally, although the failure rate is
extremely low. Note that RT-Sniper exploits high L2 miss rates to detect Prime+Probe type
attacks as mentioned in Section 3.2.1. HS applications can cause high L2 hit rates since such
applications access L2 frequently. Therefore, RT-Sniper may fail to select a malicious core
using the core-level L2 miss rates due to severe interference from HS applications. Note
that RT-Sniper cannot move on the second phase if the process-level filtering fails.
Table 3. Detection accuracy and latency according to the sampling granularity.

Fine-Grained (1 ms)
Attack Types

Stress Levels

Course-Grained (10 ms)

Latency
Accuracy (%)

Latency

Time (ms)

Ratio (%)

Accuracy (%)

Time (ms)

Ratio (%)

Flush+Reload 1

NS
AS
HS

100
100
100

20.5
22.9
36.2

1.01
0.76
1.19

100
100
100

37.9
51.2
51.5

3.30
2.30
2.27

Flush+Reload 2

NS
AS
HS

100
100
100

18.1
25.5
25.9

1.04
0.96
0.98

100
100
100

32.1
34.4
36.0

3.30
1.78
1.86

Prime+Probe 1

NS
AS
HS

100
100
100

19.3
24.8
25.6

1.14
0.95
0.96

100
99.6
99.4

36.4
67.5
67.6

3.84
3.59
3.49

Prime+Probe 2

NS
AS
HS

100
98.8
97.8

24.9
35.1
38.5

1.50
2.18
1.68

100
97.8
98.4

37.7
76.2
75.0

3.28
3.44
3.31

4.2. False Positive Rate
In order to evaluate the false-positive rate by RT-Sniper, we executed 43 applications
from SPEC2017 and 45 applications from PARSEC repeatedly. The results are shown in
Table 4. RT-Sniper incorrectly detected SPEC2017 3.3 times per hour, and PARSEC 2.9 times
per hour with fine-grained sampling and SPEC2017 7.3 times per hour, and PARSEC
1.6 times per hour with coarse-grained sampling. In detail, in the case of SPEC2017,
638.imagick_s and 619.lbm_s are the most frequently false-detected applications. As a
result of collecting/analyzing the cache events while running them, it was confirmed that
they frequently caused the high cache misses for a certain period. The others also caused
high cache misses sometimes, but it did not last long enough to be detected as an attack.
Note that in Section 4.1, RT-Sniper needs at least 20–50 ms to detect the process as an attack,
thus a normal application can be falsely detected if it keeps high cache misses.
Table 4. False-positive rate caused by benchmarks.

SPEC2017
PARSEC

Fine-Grained (1 ms)

Course-Grained (10 ms)

3.3 fp/h
2.9 fp/h

7.3 fp/h
1.6 fp/h
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4.3. Overhead
The overhead was measured by comparing the execution times of benchmarks with
and without RT-Sniper. Three benchmarks are used: SPEC2017, LMbench and PARSEC.
SPEC2017 and LMbench are single-threaded applications, and PARSEC is composed
of multi-threaded applications. streamcluster and netstreamcluster from PARSEC were
excluded in the evaluation because their behaviors were inconsistent due to frequent
synchronizations. SPEC2017 was executed three times with the default data sets, and
LMbench was executed five times configured with the data size of 8192 MB. PARSEC was
executed 10 times using the native input sets with spawning 16 threads.
Figure 3 shows the normalized execution times of three benchmark suites while RTSniper is running. With a 1 ms sampling period, LMbench takes 3.82% more time on
average. The file-system applications were mostly affected by a 5.3% increase, and the
memory-load applications were affected by a 4.7% increase. The SPEC2017 takes 4.8–5.4%
more on average. The 10 ms sampling incurs a negligible impact on the execution times of
single-threaded benchmarks. The execution time of SPEC2017 and LMbench was increased
a less than 1%, even in the worst case. The execution time of multi-threaded PARSEC
increased 2.05% on average. We strongly believe that the barriers in PARSEC make the
other threads wait until the sentinels are switched out.

Figure 3. Normalized execution time of SPEC2017, PARSEC and LMBENCH with RT-Sniper.

4.4. Comparative Analysis
Table 5 provides a summary of comparative analysis with the related studies. We
summarized this comparison for the evaluation criteria used in this work: detection
accuracy, detection latency, false-positive rate, and performance overhead. Note that the
works were evaluated with different conditions and purposes. The conditions that affect
the performance are listed in the table as much as possible to avoid the confusion of the
experiment environment. Spydetector [35] detected more than 95% of the F+R, P+P and
F+F. However, it had not been evaluated under high stress conditions. Depending on the
data window length, it caused overhead from 0.68% to 2.22%. CacheShield [36] detected
100% of the F+R and P+P within 13.4 ms under various stress conditions. However, it
caused 21.4% false positives in the worst case. In addition, it assumed that the detector
already knew the pid of the process that operated the cryptography libraries targeted to
detect. Thus, in real usage, there is an additional workload to identify the processes and it
occurred more overhead. Whisper [37] detected 97.78% of the F+R, P+P and F+F under the
concurrent running of the SPEC benchmark. In terms of latency, it had a large spectrum,
from 0.21% to 40% completion of attack, which depends on the detected attack. It caused
an overhead of about 3.4% with coarse-grained sampling and 10.8% with the fine-grained
sampling interval. HexPADS [29] detected 100% of the F+R and only caused less than 1%
overhead. However, it had been evaluated under ideal conditions (no stress) and seriously
large sampling intervals (>1 s). Depoix et al. [30] provided 97.16% clustering accuracy
based on F-score and occupied CPU resources from 4% to 5%. It didn’t provide any realtime detection results under stress conditions. CloudRadar [31] presented the ROC of true
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positive rate and false-positive rate. Following the authors’ arguments, the false positive
rate depends on the window size and proper true positive rate. After configuring the truepositive rate as 100%, the false-positive rate was 0% when the window size was 5 and 20%
when the window size was 1. Similarly, detection latency also depends on the window size.
The overhead was presented as less than 5%, but it had a similar limitation to CacheShield,
which assumed that the detector already knew the pid to be protected. CBA-Detector [32]
pinpointed more than 98% of F+R, P+P, F+F before the attack stole the full key. Through the
improvement of the false-positive feedback mechanism using Pintool, the false-positive rate
decreased to 1.3 times per hour. Nevertheless, Pintool occupied an extremely large portion
of CPU resources at run-time, and the detector caused 23.9% overhead in the worst case.
Compared to those works, RT-Sniper shows at least the second state-of-the-art performance
in all metrics. It detected 99.65% of F+R and P+P under the high stress condition within
38.4 ms, and 2.1% of attack completion, and falsely detects the normal benchmarks, SPEC
and PARSEC, 3.75 times per hour on average. In terms of overhead, RT-Sniper shows the
best performance among the studies about pinpointing [29,30,32]. It even generates less
overhead than some anomaly-based detection methods [36,37].
Table 5. Performance of previous works (1) Condition 2 is in which sampling granularity was evaluated. (Fine: less than
several millisecond, Course: more than 10 millisecond).

Articles

Target

Stress

Accuracy

Latency

FP (Benchmark)

Granularity (1)

Overhead

spydetector [35]
CacheShield [36]

FR, PP, FF
FR, PP

>95%
100%

N/A
<13.4 ms

N/A
<21.4%
(web apps)

Course
Fine

0.68–2.22%
<5%

WHISPER [37]
HexPADS [29]
Depoix et al. [30]

FR, PP, FF
FR
FR, PP

NA
Y (web app,
video,
Randmem)
Y (SPEC)
NA
NA

0.21–40%
N/A
N/A

1.2% (SPEC)
N/A
0.33% (F-score)

Fine, Course
Course (1 s)
Course

3.4–10.8%
<1%
4–5%

CloudRadar [31]
CBA-Detector [32]

FR, PP
FR, PP, FF

NA
Y (PARSEC)

97.76%
100%
97.16%
(F-score)
100%
>98%

<5.1 ms
10–80%

0–20%
1.3 fp/h
(parsec)

Fine
Course

<5%
4.8–23.9%

RT-Sniper

FR, PP

Y (SPEC)

99.65%

38.4 ms, 2.1%

3.75 fp/h
(spec, parsec)

Fine, Course

2.05–3.76%

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose RT-Sniper, a lightweight defense solution that can pinpoint
malicious processes effectively. RT-Sniper first monitors hardware performance counters
per core to detect the core where malicious processes run by checking the cumulative
scores. After this phase, RT-Sniper collects the performance counts of each process that
is running on the selected core to pinpoint malicious processes. During the per-core
monitoring phase, RT-Sniper monitors the performance counts of each core in parallel in
order to reduce detection latency. Note that RT-Sniper can minimize performance overhead
since it collects the performance counts at the core-level. Our evaluation exhibits that
RT-Sniper can pinpoint malicious processes with 99.7% of accuracy within 26.4 ms on
average under wide ranges of stress levels when the fine-grained sampling mode (1 ms
sampling) is applied. Using the coarse-grained sampling mode (10 ms sampling), RTSniper exhibits nearly the same detection accuracy (99.6%) while the detection latency
increases (50.2 ms). The performance overhead by RT-Sniper is pretty low compared to the
previously proposed software defense solutions. When the fine-grained sampling mode is
configured, RT-Sniper slows down the system performance for single-threaded benchmarks
(SPEC2017 and LMBench) and multi-threaded benchmarks (PARSEC) by 4.48% and 3.76%,
respectively. The performance overhead by RT-Sniper of the coarse-grained sampling
mode is negligible (0.3% for single-threaded applications and 2.05% for multi-threaded
applications). Compared to the previous defense solutions against cache side-channel
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attacks, RT-Sniper exhibits better detection performance (i.e., detection accuracy, latency,
and false-positive rate) with lower performance overhead.
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